Members Present: Jordanlee, Julia, Ian, Walt, Henry, Saumya, Kiamani, Madison, Susie, Leslie, Jarren, Sydney, Tristan, Michael, Deedee

1. President Updates
   - Talked about the banner policy
     - Details on the policy will be put up once approved
     - It also includes honor council and their interaction with the policy
   - Talked about the process needed to take in order to put up a banner
     - There is a whole procedure involving administration and student council
   - Consensus on banner policy: 14/14 people consent on the banner policy
   - Talked about theft on the DC
     - Stealing silverware, plates, cups
     - $2500 was spent only in this semester to replace all the stolen items
     - There is also disrespect from the students towards the worker
   - There are a few areas in first year dorms that have small containers where it is full of DC silverware and cups
   - There was mention that using a swipe for take-out box, the student cannot swipe again during that same meal period
   - There was mention about giving first years a small set of silverware and dishes that will be returned at the end of the school year

2. VP Updates
   - Appointed AMA co-heads
   - Going to appoint more co-heads for other groups

3. Treasurers Updates
   - Did mid-semester budgeting
   - Pre-approve RNJ during council meetings on Sundays
   - There were two proposals: Havoc and ALAS

4. Co-Sec Updates
   - Havertivity App

5. Officer Updates
   a. Academics
      - Working with international students
      - Meeting with Dean Bean to have a higher level English class for the alternative language course requirements
   b. Arts
      - Absent
   c. Athletics
      - Workshops with captains will be on 11/20 on micro aggressions
      - Petition to have a micro aggression workshop for coaches
      - Have panel about LGBTQ athletes on Haverford
d. Campus Life
   - People are trying to take drinks into founders
   - Because of that, founders stays very dirty
   - Founders is still a business place

e. Multiculturalism
   - Working on MLK retreat
   - Working on love your body

6. Class Year Reps
   a. 2017
      - New HIP project to create more jobs
      - Want senior class to give final thoughts
      - Meet with Kelly to create senior distressed event
      -
   b. 2018
      - Worked on HIP
      - Worked with youth programs on local universities
      - Involved with bioethics proposal
      -
   c. 2019
      - Getting bookstore labels
      - Idea: making a package for first years when DC and coop are closed
      - Working on make resources like MCC kitchen accessible to students over break
      - Collection of resources for different problems that are encountered at haverford
   d. 2020
      - Workshop on micro aggression was a success
      - Destressing events for first years

e. International Students
   - Gathering e-mail list from register
   - Survey to see what the international students need

7. Non-Officer Updates and Comments
8. Moment of Silence